WHO WE ARE

CENTRAL IDEA: Understanding different perspectives, rights and responsibilities may influence relationships.

Lines of Inquiry...

- The meaning of perspective, rights and responsibilities.
- The way interactions and perspective contribute to harmonious communities.
- Qualities students value in friends.
- The consequences of decisions.

Concepts
Perspective & Responsibility

Attitudes
Tolerance & Respect

Action

Action in the PYP is initiated independently by the student as a result of the learning process. Action may be bringing a book or artefact related to the inquiry to school, or student initiated drawings/posters/research. We celebrate our students’ ACTION every day in our classrooms. If you see your children taking independent action at home encourage them to share their action with their class.

Skills
Social: Being a productive team member, accepting responsibility
Communication: Listening & Speaking

Thinking: Associating rights with responsibilities, identifying differing perspectives. Self-Management: Effective use of time, actively following the Essential Agreement.

Year 5 Teachers: Nick Arnold, Lauren Lowers, Jo Taylor, Kate Williams